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Abstract

Multithreading provides an adequate support for con-
current programming, but requires the software devel-
oper to take care of the correct synchronization and ex-
change of data among threads. In this paper we propose
an architecture-driven approach to the thread synchroniza-
tion management, which is completely transparent to the
software developer. This is realized by implementing a suit-
able Java package – which adheres to a general synchro-
nization model and is inspired by the main architectural
abstractions – by means of which well-synchronized multi-
threaded Java programs can be synthesized from their ar-
chitectural specifications. The approach is illustrated by
means of a real-time audio processing system.

1. Introduction

The increasing importance of multimedia and real-time ap-
plications causes many software developers to often face
concurrent programming. One of the most powerful tools to
support concurrent programming is multithreading. Unlike
traditional concurrent programming, where each code unit
is a distinct program executed as a distinct process, mul-
tithreading is a technique based on the simultaneous exe-
cution of several parts of code – often sharing some data
– within a single program. The benefit of this technique is
evident in multiprocessor systems, where the concurrency
between quasi-independent threads allows the running time
to be reduced proportionally to the number of processors.
However, even in uniprocessor systems, where parallelism
is not real but simulated by means of time sharing, there are
several advantages when employing multithreading. First,
the management of the system resources is more efficient,
because the idle times can be reduced by suitably switching
the CPU among CPU-bound and I/O-bound threads. Sec-
ond, the interaction between the program and its user is fully
supported, in such a way that no execution of previously

started threads must be interrupted or completed before the
user needs to interact with the program again. Third, the ex-
change of structured data among different threads is made
easier by the use of shared memory and shared variables
within the same program, without resorting to the more
complicated data passing techniques typical of multiprocess
software systems.

Multithreading offers a good level of flexibility but, on
the other hand, more attention must be paid to the thread
synchronization as this is completely entrusted to the soft-
ware developer. As a consequence, the software developer
should be provided with a suitable support for being confi-
dent in the correctness of the way in which the thread syn-
chronization is dealt with. This is especially important when
developing efficient concurrent programs, as this usually re-
quires a complicated combination of several different syn-
chronization techniques, like e.g. sleep and wakeup primi-
tives, semaphores, and monitors.

The focus of this paper is on the correct synchronization
management in multithreaded programs. Similarly to previ-
ous work (see, e.g., [10]), we advocate the provision of a
suitable package of software components that take care of
the details of the thread synchronization, in a way that is
transparent to the software developer. Among the program-
ming languages supporting multithreading, we concentrate
on Java. The reason is twofold. First, Java offers a set of
mechanisms – like monitors and priorities – for the well-
structured management of threads, which is portable on ev-
ery system endowed with a Java Virtual Machine. Second,
its object-orientation feature makes Java a natural candidate
for the implementation of the above mentioned package, as
a high level of abstraction from the details (encapsulation)
can be achieved while supplying different levels of protec-
tion for objects and variables shared by several threads.

Our proposal is that both the implementation of the pack-
age and the use of its components for synchronizing the
threads should be guided by the architecture of the soft-
ware to be developed. In other words, what we propose is a
software-architecture-driven management of the thread syn-



chronization within concurrent object-oriented programs.
The goal of the software architecture level of design [9, 11]
is that of producing a reference document, shared by all the
people involved in the development of the software system,
that describes the overall structure of the system as well as
the functional and non-functional aspects of its overall be-
havior. Since the structure of the system is meant to be a
collection of computational components together with a de-
scription of their interactions, we firmly believe that an ar-
chitectural description of a concurrent object-oriented pro-
gram is a well suited tool for achieving a correct manage-
ment of the thread synchronization.

The thread synchronization model that we adopt en-
compasses two different dimensions. The first dimension is
the thread communication mode and comprises three val-
ues: synchronous, asynchronous, asymmetric. By asymmet-
ric communication we mean that one thread behaves syn-
chronously with respect to the communication, whereas the
other thread does not. The second dimension refers to the
multiplicity of the communication and comprises three val-
ues: uni-uni, and-uni, or-uni. In a uni-uni communication,
only two threads are involved (point-to-point). In an and-uni
communication, a thread communicates with several other
threads (broadcast). Finally, in an or-uni communication,
a thread communicates with only one thread selected out
of a set of other threads (client-server). Furthermore, the
adopted thread synchronization model does not admit using
global variables as well as passing object references while
keeping a copy of the references, thus ruling out undesired
side effects.

The development of the Java package – which we shall
call Sync – for handling the synchronization of the Java
threads and the data exchange among them adheres to the
above mentioned synchronization model and is inspired
by the main architectural abstractions.Sync is structured
into four conceptual layers, each comprising a set of com-
ponents realized through Java classes and interfaces hav-
ing possibly different visibility degrees. The bottom-level
layer, calledConnector , is a set of Java classes and in-
terfaces, which are not visible by the software developer,
used within Sync to perform thread-to-thread synchro-
nizations or data transfers. There are four classes real-
izing – consistently with the adopted synchronization
model – the asynchronous-to-asynchronous, synchronous-
to-asynchronous, asynchronous-to-synchronous, and
synchronous-to-synchronous thread communications. The
second layer, calledPort , is a set of Java classes and in-
terfaces, some which are visible, that realize the ab-
straction corresponding to a set of statements through
which a thread interacts with possibly many other threads.
There are twelve classes realizing – through instances of
Connector – the uni-synchronous, and-synchronous,
or-synchronous, uni-asynchronous, and-asynchronous,

and or-asynchronous interactions both at the send-
ing and at the receiving thread side. The third layer,
called ThreadElem , is a single Java class derived from
the Thread class, which realizes the abstraction cor-
responding to a thread in the concurrent Java program.
The top-level layer, calledArchitecture , is a sin-
gle Java class that provides support for coordinating the
objects (of the three underlying layers) that will be instanti-
ated when usingSync . 1

As far as the use ofSync is concerned in the develop-
ment of a concurrent Java program, according to our pro-
posal this will be driven by the architectural level of design
as well. More precisely, the starting point will be an archi-
tectural description of the concurrent Java program, which
specifies at a high level of abstraction the program topol-
ogy in terms of instances of threads and their communica-
tions based on the above mentioned synchronization model.
In the literature, several architectural description languages
(ADLs) have appeared, most of which are based on pro-
cess algebra (see, e.g., [3, 8, 6, 5]). Among them, we choose
the new version of PADL [1], as its synchronization model
is very close to the adopted one. The idea is to automati-
cally generate the multithreaded Java program from its ar-
chitectural description in PADL, in such a way that all the
synchronization details are transparently and correctly man-
aged viaSync . This is carried out by means of a translator –
which we shall call PADL2Java – that, given a PADL speci-
fication of a multithreaded Java program, creates as many
instances ofThreadElem , Port , and Connector as
needed to implement the multithreaded Java program. The
use of PADL2Java andSync will be exemplified by means
of the design of a real-time audio processing system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we illus-
trate the addressed problem and the motivation behind our
approach by means of an example based on a real-time au-
dio processing system, which is introduced together with
its PADL description. In Sect. 3 we present the develop-
ment of the Java packageSync . In Sect. 4 we show how
PADL2Java translates PADL specifications into concurrent
Java programs by means ofSync , which allows us to ob-
tain an implementation of the real-time audio processing
system. Finally, in Sect. 5 we report some concluding re-
marks.

2. Example: Real-Time Audio Processing

In this section we illustrate the addressed problem and the
motivation behind our approach by introducing an example
based on a simple real-time audio processing system.

1 Unlike [8] where a similar terminology is used within concurrent Java
programs based on message passing, here the layers are not associated
with specific communication modes.



The goal of this software system is to acquire and play a
digital audio stream, allowing the user to change in real time
the sound effects applied to the stream by means of a soft-
ware sound processor. The audio processing system is or-
ganized as follows. The dry audio stream, coming from an
input audio device, is modified by a sound processor ac-
cording to some effect – like filtering or equalization – re-
quired by the user. Then the processed audio stream is for-
warded to an output audio device, which plays it out. Both
audio streams are sequences of audio samples. In order to
avoid frequent accesses to the audio devices and to allow
the sound processor to execute complex operations – like
fast Fourier transform and convolution – that in general re-
quire several audio samples, the sequences of audio samples
are segmented. The audio stream processing can be con-
trolled by the user through a graphical user interface that
interacts with the system console. More precisely, the user
can start and stop the process and change the sound effect
at audio processing time.
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Figure 1. Audio processing system

As shown in Fig. 1, the considered software system is
made out of four software components: the console, the in-
put audio device driver, the sound processor, and the out-
put audio device driver. Since the four software compo-
nents work as independent entities that communicate to
each other from time to time, it is natural to implement each
of them as a thread. More precisely, the sound processor re-
sults in a CPU-bound thread, while the console and the two
audio device drivers result in three I/O-bound threads. As
far as the thread communication is concerned, only the con-
sole can interact with the user by receiving commands re-
lated to the start or the stop of the audio processing or the ef-
fect to be applied to the input audio stream. Likewise, only
the two audio device drivers can interact with the two au-
dio devices by exchanging audio samples. The console for-
wards the start and stop signals to the input audio device
driver, while the effect is forwarded to the sound proces-
sor. The input audio device driver sends segments of dry
audio samples to the sound processor and propagates to it
the stop signals via end-of-stream signals. The sound pro-
cessor in turn sends segments of processed audio samples to
the output audio device driver and propagates to it the stop
signals via end-of-stream signals.

In order to guarantee the quality of the played audio as

well as the correct application of the effects, the four threads
must be kept well synchronized. We assume that each of the
two audio device drivers uses a standard audio port software
utility, like e.g. the Java Media Framework, implementing
an internal buffer. When the input audio device starts, the in-
put buffer grows according to the sampling frequency of the
input audio device. An input instruction is used by the in-
put audio device driver to read from the input buffer an au-
dio segment composed of a given number of dry samples.
This input instruction blocks if it requires an audio segment
that is longer than the number of unread dry audio sam-
ples contained in the input buffer. If no input is requested
for a long time, the input buffer becomes full and the oldest
unread dry audio samples are lost due to overwriting. Con-
versely, the output buffer decreases according to the sam-
pling frequency of the output audio device, which is fed by
the output audio device driver through an output instruction
that appends to the output buffer an audio segment com-
posed of a certain number of processed audio samples. This
output instruction blocks if it tries to write an audio seg-
ment that is longer than the residual capacity of the output
buffer. On the other hand, the output device driver can play
out only if sufficiently many processed audio samples are
present in the output buffer. Since the two instructions for
interacting with the two audio devices are blocking, the two
threads implementing the two audio device drivers must be
kept synchronized at the same sampling frequency, and this
synchronization has not to be disrupted by the sound proces-
sor, when applying an effect, or by the user via the console,
when changing the effect. Keeping the two threads synchro-
nized is possible if the effect processing time, which is the
sum of the time to get the effect and the time to apply it to
a segment, is less than the segment playout time (this is an
obvious real-time constraint). Moreover, it is demanded that
the output audio device driver introduces an artificial delay
before playing out the first received audio segment, in or-
der to compensate for a possible increase of the effect pro-
cessing time incurred by subsequent audio segments to be
played out.

Providing an architectural description of the considered
software system, rather than directly implementing the mul-
tithreaded Java program, can be of paramount help to keep
the thread synchronization under control. Based on this con-
sideration, the architecture-driven approach that we propose
aims at synthesizing well-synchronized multithreaded Java
programs from their architectural specifications. In order to
apply the approach to the real-time audio processing sys-
tem illustrated above, we supply a high level description
of the software system expressed in some ADL. Here we
choose the new version [1] of PADL [5], as it conforms to
the adopted synchronization model. Every PADL specifica-
tion is composed of two sections. The first one contains the
process algebraic definition of the behavior and the inter-



actions of the types of architectural elements – components
and connectors – that are in the system. The second one con-
tains the definition of the system topology, which is given as
a set of declarations of architectural element type instances
(depicted as boxes in Fig. 1), architectural interactions (de-
picted as white squares), and attachments (depicted as di-
rected edges) among the non-architectural interactions (de-
picted as black circles) of the architectural element type in-
stances.

The PADL description of the audio processing system
starts with the identifier of the described architecture to-
gether with its constant parameters, which consist of the ar-
tificial delay of 125 msec introduced by the output audio
device driver:

ARCHI_TYPE Audio_Processing_System(const integer
delay := 125)

At the beginning of the first section of the PADL descrip-
tion – the one in which the behavior and the interactions of
the types of architectural elements are specified – we have
the definition of the console, which forwards to the appro-
priate components the user commands about the audio pro-
cessing start/stop and the effect to be applied to the audio
stream:

ARCHI_ELEM_TYPES
ELEM_TYPE Console(void)

BEHAVIOR
Waiting_Start(void; void) =

receive_start .
forward_start . Waiting_Effect_Stop();

Waiting_Effect_Stop(void; void) =
choice
{

receive_effect .
forward_effect . Waiting_Effect_Stop(),

receive_stop .
forward_stop . Waiting_Start()

}
INPUT_INTERACTIONS

UNI SYNC receive_start; receive_effect;
receive_stop

OUTPUT_INTERACTIONS
UNI SYNC forward_start; forward_effect;

forward_stop

Note that all the interactions, which must be actions occur-
ring in the behavior, are declared to be uni and synchronous.

Then we have the definition of the behavior and the inter-
actions of the input audio device driver, which is responsi-
ble for opening/closing the input audio device according to
the user commands and forwarding the segments of dry au-
dio samples to the sound processor:

ELEM_TYPE Input_Audio_Device_Driver(void)
BEHAVIOR

Idle(void; void) =
receive_start . open_input_device . Busy();

Busy(void; void) =
choice
{

read_dry_samples .
send_dry_segment . Busy(),

receive_stop .
close_input_device . send_eos . Idle()

}
INPUT_INTERACTIONS

UNI SYNC receive_start; read_dry_samples;
receive_stop

OUTPUT_INTERACTIONS
UNI SYNC send_dry_segment; send_eos;

open_input_device;
close_input_device

Afterwards we have the definition of the behavior and
the interactions of the sound processor, which is in charge
of applying the effect chosen by the user (or set by a suit-
able initialization) to the segments of dry audio samples in
order to produce the audio stream to be played out:

ELEM_TYPE Sound_Processor(void)
BEHAVIOR

Init(void; void) =
initialize . Receive_Effect_Segment();

Receive_Effect_Segment(void; void) =
choice
{

receive_dry_segment . process_dry_segment .
send_processed_segment .

Receive_Effect_Segment(),
receive_effect . enable_effect .

Receive_Segment(),
receive_eos . forward_eos . Init()

};
Receive_Segment(void; void) =

choice
{

receive_dry_segment . process_dry_segment .
send_processed_segment .

Receive_Effect_Segment(),
receive_eos . forward_eos . Init()

}
INPUT_INTERACTIONS

UNI SYNC receive_dry_segment; receive_effect;
receive_eos

OUTPUT_INTERACTIONS
UNI SYNC send_processed_segment; forward_eos

Note that initialize and process dry segment
are not interactions, but activities internal to the sound pro-
cessor.

Finally we have the definition of the behavior and the
interactions of the output audio device driver, which intro-
duces a suitable delay when receiving the first segment of
the processed audio stream and forwards such a stream to
the audio device driver for being played out:

ELEM_TYPE Output_Audio_Device_Driver(const
integer delay)

BEHAVIOR
Idle(void; void) =

choice
{

receive_processed_segment .
sleep(delay) . open_output_device .

write_processed_samples . Busy(),
receive_eos . Idle()

};
Busy(void; void) =

choice



{
receive_processed_segment .

write_processed_samples . Busy(),
receive_eos . close_output_device . Idle()

}
INPUT_INTERACTIONS

UNI SYNC receive_processed_segment;
receive_eos

OUTPUT_INTERACTIONS
UNI SYNC open_output_device;

write_processed_samples;
close_output_device

We conclude with the second section of the PADL de-
scription, in which all the input interactions of the console
and all the interactions of the two audio device drivers that
deal with the two audio devices are declared to be the inter-
faces of the whole software system:

ARCHI_TOPOLOGY
ARCHI_ELEM_INSTANCES

C : Console();
IADD : Input_Audio_Device_Driver();
SP : Sound_Processor();
OADD : Output_Audio_Device_Driver(delay)

ARCHI_INTERACTIONS
C.receive_start; IADD.open_input_device;
C.receive_effect; IADD.read_dry_samples;
C.receive_stop; IADD.close_input_device;
OADD.open_output_device;
OADD.write_processed_samples;
OADD.close_output_device

ARCHI_ATTACHMENTS
FROM C.forward_start TO IADD.receive_start;
FROM C.forward_effect TO SP.receive_effect;
FROM C.stop_sampling TO IADD.receive_stop;
FROM IADD.send_dry_segment

TO SP.receive_dry_segment;
FROM IADD.send_eos TO SP.receive_eos;
FROM SP.send_processed_segment

TO OADD.receive_processed_segment;
FROM SP.forward_eos TO OADD.receive_eos

END

3. The Java PackageSync

In this section we describe the Java packageSync ,
which transparently handles the synchronization of the
Java threads and the data exchange among them accord-
ing to the adopted synchronization model.Sync is orga-
nized into four conceptual layers –Connector , Port ,
ThreadElem , Architecture – each of which cor-
responds to a different architectural abstraction and com-
prises a set of components realized through Java classes
and interfaces.

The Java packageSync will be seen by the PADL2Java
translator as a repository of architectural abstractions guar-
anteeing the correct and transparent handling of the syn-
chronizations and data exchanges among the threads of
the Java program being designed. In other words, start-
ing from a PADL specification, the PADL2Java trans-
lator will be in charge of creating as many instances

of ThreadElem as there are threads in the Java pro-
gram, as many instances ofPort as there are inter-
actions in theThreadElem instances, and all the in-
stances ofConnector that are needed to make the
ThreadElem instances interact through theirPort in-
stances.

3.1. The LayerConnector

The layerConnector contains the bottom-level compo-
nents of the package.Connector is a set of Java classes
and interfaces, which are not visible by the software devel-
oper, that are used withinSync to perform thread-to-thread
synchronizations or data transfers. The definition of the
layer Connector is inspired by the producer-consumer
model, where the producer and the consumer repre-
sent two different threads. This is realized by equipping ev-
ery Connector class with a single buffer shared only by
the related producer and consumer threads, together with
two interface methods for accessing the buffer –send()
and receive() – and four interface methods for ob-
serving the status of the threads using theConnector
– obsSndBlocking() , obsSndNotBlocking() ,
obsRcvBlocking() , andobsRcvNotBlocking() .

The buffer can store a generic object that the producer
transfers to the consumer. In the case of a data exchange
the object represents some data structure, whereas in the
case of a pure synchronization a null object is employed.
In both cases, mutual exclusion must be enforced on the
buffer accesses, i.e. at any time only one of the two involved
threads can access the shared buffer. This is achieved by
declaring thesend() and receive() methods as syn-
chronized methods, so that they result in a monitor-like con-
trol structure to which the primitive methodswait() and
notify() can be applied.

The layerConnector comprises four classes realiz-
ing the following four thread-to-thread communications
through the two synchronized interface methodssend()
and receive() : asynchronous-to-asynchronous,
synchronous-to-asynchronous, asynchronous-to-
synchronous, and synchronous-to-synchronous. The
first communication type is the simplest one: neither
send() nor receive() is blocking. The sending thread
can immediately proceed after usingsend() to write
a generic object into the buffer – if the previously writ-
ten object has not been read in the meanwhile, then an
exception is raised that propagates to the layerPort . Like-
wise, the receiving thread can proceed even if no new
object has been read throughreceive() – an excep-
tion is raised whenever no new object has been read, which
propagates to the layerPort . In the second communica-
tion type, receive() behaves similarly to the previous
case, whilesend() invokes wait() – unless the re-



ceiving thread has previously tried to read from the buffer
without finding any new object – which causes the send-
ing thread to block until the receiving thread wakes it
up through an invocation tonotify() contained in
receive() . The third communication type is asym-
metric as well, with the roles of the two participating
threads being exchanged with respect to the synchro-
nization: receive() invokes wait() if no new ob-
ject has been found, whilesend() contains an invocation
to notify() to wake up the receiving thread when-
ever necessary. Finally, in the fourth communication
type, both send() and receive() contain invoca-
tions to bothwait() and notify() in an order that
complies with standard solutions to the synchroniza-
tion problem for the producer-consumer system.

To conclude, the four interface methods
obsSndBlocking() , obsSndNotBlocking() ,
obsRcvBlocking() , and obsRcvNotBlocking()
are used by a receiving thread and a sending thread,
respectively, to check for the willingness of other
connected threads to communicate. More precisely,
obsSndBlocking() and obsRcvBlocking() al-
low one thread to check the status of a connected
thread and wait for it to be ready to communicate.
Such two methods are therefore declared as synchro-
nized methods. Instead,obsSndNotBlocking() and
obsRcvNotBlocking() allow one thread to check the
status of a connected thread (by returning a boolean value)
without waiting for it to be ready to communicate. From the
receiver viewpoint, an asynchronous sending thread is will-
ing to communicate with it if it has already put into the
buffer a new object to be read. From the sender view-
point, an asynchronous receiving thread is willing to
communicate with it if it has already tried to read a new ob-
ject from the buffer without succeeding (which has caused
an exception to be raised).

3.2. The LayerPort

The second layer, calledPort , is a set of Java classes
and interfaces that realize the abstraction correspond-
ing to a set of statements through which a thread interacts
with possibly many other threads. The layerPort com-
prises twelve classes realizing the uni-synchronous,
and-synchronous, or-synchronous, uni-asynchronous, and-
asynchronous, and or-asynchronous interactions both at the
sending and at the receiving thread side. EveryPort ob-
ject instantiated by the PADL2Java translator will be
attached to a singleConnector object – if represent-
ing a uni-synchronous or a uni-asynchronous interaction
– or severalConnector objects – if representing an-
other type of interaction.

A Port object must be instantiated by specifying in

the Port constructor its owner thread, its priority, and its
weight. In particular, information about the priority and the
weight of thePort object can be set or got through the in-
terface methodssetPriority() , getPriority() ,
setWeight() , and getWeight() . In addition, an-
other interface method is available –ready() – which
is an utility that can be employed before proceed-
ing with a communication to check whether the other
parties are ready. This is achieved byready() by in-
voking the method obsSndNotBlocking() or
obsRcvNotBlocking() of each Connector ob-
ject linking thePort object to anotherPort object.

Each of the sixPort classes related to the sender side is
equipped with asend() method, whereas each of the six
Port classes related to the receiver side is equipped with a
receive() method. Each of the two methods makes use
of the homonymous method of theConnector classes,
and raises an exception whenever it is invoked from within
aPort object that is not attached to any otherPort object
via aConnector object. Another exception is propagated
from the layerConnector to the layerThreadElem
whenever aPort object referring to an asynchronous re-
ceiving thread attempts to read from an empty buffer of a
Connector object.

To conclude, we describe how thesend() method
works in each of the six cases (thereceive() method
works similarly):

• Uni-asynchronous: The sendingPort object forwards
the message via the non-blockingsend() method of
the onlyConnector object involving thePort ob-
ject itself.

• And-asynchronous: The sendingPort object polls
the connected receivingPort objects through the
obsRcvNotBlocking() method of the related
Connector objects. If all the connected receiv-
ing Port objects are ready, then the sendingPort
object forwards the message via the non-blocking
send() method of all the involvedConnector ob-
jects. Otherwise, an exception is raised and no com-
munication takes place.

• Or-asynchronous: The sendingPort object polls
the connected receivingPort objects through
the obsRcvNotBlocking() method of the re-
lated Connector objects. If there is at least one
connected receivingPort object that is ready,
then the sendingPort object forwards the mes-
sage via the non-blockingsend() method of the
Connector object involving one of the ready con-
nected receivingPort objects selected according
to their priorities and weights. Otherwise, an excep-
tion is raised and no communication takes place.



• Uni-synchronous: The sendingPort object forwards
the message via the blockingsend() method of the
onlyConnector object involving thePort object it-
self.

• And-synchronous: The sendingPort object polls
the connected receivingPort objects through
the obsRcvBlocking() method of the related
Connector objects. Then it forwards the mes-
sage via thesend() method of all the involved
Connector objects.

• Or-synchronous: The sendingPort object polls
the connected receivingPort objects through the
obsRcvNotBlocking() method of the related
Connector objects. If there is at least one con-
nected receivingPort object that is ready, then
the sending Port object forwards the message
via the send() method of theConnector ob-
ject involving one of the ready connected receiving
Port objects selected according to their priori-
ties and weights. Otherwise, the sendingPort object
waits for one of the connected receivingPort ob-
jects to become ready.

3.3. The LayerThreadElem

The third layer, calledThreadElem , is a single Java class
derived from theThread class. To achieve full compatibil-
ity, the constructors of theThread class have been rede-
fined in theThreadElem class with the same parameters.
EachThreadElem object instantiated by the PADL2Java
translator will thus correspond to a single thread in the con-
current Java program being designed.

The reason why a derived class has been defined instead
of using theThread class is that support must be pro-
vided to generate the Java code for a program thread from
the behavior of the corresponding architectural element in-
stance in the PADL specification. Since the generation of
the pieces of code that are not related to the thread synchro-
nization is outside the scope of this paper, we shall not pro-
vide a description of the supporting methods.

3.4. The LayerArchitecture

The top-level layer, calledArchitecture , is a single
Java class that provides support for coordinating the ob-
jects (of the three underlying layers) that will be instanti-
ated when usingSync . In order to support hierarchical ar-
chitectures, theArchitecture class is derived from the
ThreadElem class, hence it provides the same methods as
theThreadElem class and is fully compatible with it.

In order to hide the implementation details and avoid
the difficulties deriving from the direct handling of the

Connector objects, theArchitecture class also de-
fines an overloaded static method calledattach() . The
methodattach() receives two parameters, which must
be a senderPort object and a receiverPort object, and
connects them only if they refer to two different owner
threads and – according to the adopted synchronization
model – result in a communication of the form uni-uni, and-
uni, or-uni (should this not be the case, an exception would
be raised). If the twoPort object parameters are cor-
rect, the methodattach() accomplishes its task in two
steps. First, it creates aConnector object – and passes
to it the references to the twoPort objects – that real-
izes the connection between the twoPort objects that con-
forms to their synchronicity and multiplicity features. Sec-
ond, it passes a reference to theConnector object to both
Port objects. Now the twoPort objects can access their
commonConnector object, thus they can communicate
through it using its methods.

4. The PADL2Java Translator

The main idea underlying our architecture-driven approach
to the correct thread synchronization is to automatically
generate the multithreaded program from its architectural
description, in such a way that all the synchronization de-
tails are transparently and correctly managed viaSync .
This is carried out by means of PADL2Java, a translator
that, given a PADL specification of a concurrent software
system, creates:

• as many instances ofThreadElem as there are archi-
tectural element type instances declared in the PADL
specification;

• as many instances ofPort as there are interactions in
the architectural element type instances;

• all the instances ofConnector that are needed to
make theThreadElem instances interact through
their Port instances according to the attachments de-
clared in the PADL specification.

The command to run the translator is the following:
PADL2Java [options] file1 .padl file2 .java

with the three following alternative options:

• Option -p, which is the default one, generates a.java
file resulting in a Java program. This file contains a
class derived from theArchitecture one, a class
derived from theThreadElem one for each archi-
tectural element type in the.padl file, and a public
class whose name isfile2 composed only of method
main() . The latter class acts as a wrapper for the
Architecture derived class by instantiating the de-
rived Architecture class itself and starting the
Architecture thread object, which in turn causes



the classes of the underlying layerThreadElem to
be instantiated and the related thread objects to be suit-
ably connected and then started. As far as the derived
ThreadElem classes are concerned, some comments
are generated to remind the software developer to de-
scribe their behavior by means of a suitable sequence
of Java instructions. Additional comments are gener-
ated within such classes for each of the architectural
interactions of their instances, to remind the software
developer to describe them through the handling of the
related exceptions – the architectural interactions are
not attached to other interactions, hence an exception is
raised when trying to execute them as said in Sect. 3.2.

• Option -c generates a.java file resulting in a set of
Java classes without any wrapper around them. More
precisely, this file contains a public class derived from
theArchitecture one, whose name isfile2 , and a
class derived from theThreadElem one for each ar-
chitectural element type in the.padl file. This option
is useful to develop a software system in a hierarchical
or a compositional way, by attaching the architectural
interactions of a subarchitecture to the local (resp. ar-
chitectural) interactions of other architectural element
type instances (resp. subarchitectures).

• Option -a generates a.java file resulting in a
Java applet. This file contains a class derived from
the Architecture one, a class derived from
the ThreadElem one for each architectural ele-
ment type in the.padl file, and a public class de-
rived from theApplet class whose name isfile2
composed only of the typical methods for activat-
ing, restoring, and deactivating applets. Like in the
case of option -p, the latter class acts as a wrap-
per for the Architecture derived class. How-
ever, the instantiation of the derivedArchitecture
class and the definition of the applet manage-
ment methods are entrusted to the software devel-
oper, as reminded by suitable comments inserted into
the methods themselves. This option is useful to em-
bed the automatically generated code into HTML
pages.

In any case, the automatically generated.java file imports
the packageSync .

We now exemplify the use of PADL2Java andSync by
means of the design of the real-time audio processing sys-
tem introduced in Sect. 2. The first class that we encounter
in the generated file is theArchitecture derived one,
which is calledAudio Processing System . Similarly
to the declaration of the architectural topology in a PADL
specification, this class contains several sections related to
the architectural element type instances, their architectural
interactions, and the attachments among them. In the first

section of the class, aThreadElem object is declared for
each of the four architectural element type instances de-
clared in the PADL specification of the audio processing
system. Each such object belongs to aThreadElem de-
rived class – corresponding to an architectural element type
in the PADL specification – which will be defined later in
the generated file. In the second section, a publicPort ob-
ject is declared for each of the nine architectural interac-
tions declared in the PADL specification of the audio pro-
cessing system. Such objects are declared to be public be-
cause from a conceptual viewpoint the architectural inter-
actions are the interfaces of the whole architecture, hence
support must be provided for them to be used for the hierar-
chical or compositional modeling of complex architectures.
In the third section, the class constructor is defined together
with its parameters, which coincide with the parameters of
the architecture element type. The constructor just invokes
the method defined in the next section. In the fourth section,
a method calledbuildArchiTopology() is defined,
which builds up the architecture topology. This methods in-
stantiates the four previously declaredThreadElem ob-
jects, assigns the nine previously declared publicPort ob-
jects through the correspondingPort objects of the newly
instantiatedThreadElem objects, and invokes method
attach() seven times to connect thePort objects of
the newly instantiatedThreadElem objects according to
the seven attachments declared in the PADL specification
of the audio processing system. Finally, in the fifth section,
a method calledrun() is defined to make the homony-
mousThread method concrete. This method starts the ex-
ecution of the four instantiatedThreadElem objects, then
waits for their termination.

class Audio_Processing_System
extends Architecture {

//------------- DECLARING THREADS ------------//
Console C;
Input_Audio_Device_Driver IADD;
Sound_Processor SP;
Output_Audio_Device_Driver OADD;
//--- DECLARING ARCHITECTURAL INTERACTIONS ---//
public UniSyncReceiverPort receive_start;

...
public UniSyncSenderPort close_output_device;
//----------- DEFINING CONSTRUCTOR -----------//
protected int delay;
Audio_Processing_System(int delay) {

this.delay = delay;
buildArchiTopology();

}
//----------- BUILDING ARCHITECTURE ----------//
void buildArchiTopology() {

//----- ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT INSTANCES ----//
C = new Console();
IADD = new Input_Audio_Device_Driver();
SP = new Sound_Processor();
OADD = new Output_Audio_Device_Driver(delay);
//------- ARCHITECTURAL INTERACTIONS -------//
this.receive_start = C.receive_start;

...
this.close_output_device =



OADD.close_output_device;
//-------- ARCHITECTURAL ATTACHMENTS -------//
try {

attach(C.forward_start, IADD.receive_start);
...

attach(SP.forward_eos, OADD.receive_eos);
} catch (BadAttachmentException e) {}

}
//----------- RUNNING ARCHITECTURE ----------//
public void run() {

C.start(); IADD.start();
SP.start(); OADD.start();
try {

C.join(); IADD.join(); SP.join(); OADD.join();
} catch (InterruptedException e) {}

}
}

Afterwards, in the generated file we encounter a
ThreadElem derived class for each of the four ar-
chitectural element types defined in the PADL specifi-
cation of the audio processing system. For the sake of
brevity, we show only the class generated for the out-
put audio device driver type. Similarly to the definition
of an architectural element type in a PADL specifica-
tion, this class contains several sections related to the
behavior definition and the declaration of its input and out-
put interactions. In the behavior section of the class, some
comments are generated to remind the software devel-
oper to define both the methods that characterize the be-
havior itself – which will be invoked within the method
run() – and the exception handling for each possible ar-
chitectural interaction of the instances of the architectural
element type associated with the class. As far as the interac-
tions are concerned, we point out that they are implemented
throughPort objects that are public, as they must be vis-
ible in the Architecture derived class of the gener-
ated file. We further observe that a non-default constructor
for the class is defined only if the associated architec-
tural element type has at least one parameter.

class Output_Audio_Device_Driver
extends ThreadElem {

//----------- DEFINING CONSTRUCTOR -----------//
protected int delay;
Output_Audio_Device_Driver(int delay) {

this.delay = delay;
}
//------------- DEFINING BEHAVIOR ------------//
public void run() {

// TODO - INVOCATION OF BEHAVIOR METHODS
}

// TODO - DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR METHODS
// TODO - DEFINITION OF EXCEPTION HANDLERS FOR:

// open_output_device.send()
// write_processed_samples.send()
// close_output_device.send()

//----- INSTANTIATING INPUT INTERACTIONS -----//
public UniSyncReceiverPort

receive_processed_segment =
new UniSyncReceiverPort(this);

public UniSyncReceiverPort receive_eos =
new UniSyncReceiverPort(this);

//----- INSTANTIATING OUTPUT INTERACTIONS ----//
public UniSyncSenderPort open_output_device =

new UniSyncSenderPort(this);
public UniSyncSenderPort

write_processed_samples =
new UniSyncSenderPort(this);

public UniSyncSenderPort close_output_device =
new UniSyncSenderPort(this);

}

If option -p is used, i.e. a full Java program must be syn-
thesized, a further class is appended to the generated
file. This class, which is public and namedfile2 , con-
tains only the methodmain() . This method acts
as a wrapper for theArchitecture derived class
Audio Processing System by instantiating and start-
ing it, then waiting for it to terminate.

public class <file2> {
public static void main(String args[]) {

//------- INSTANTIATING ARCHITECTURE -------//
int delay = 125;
Audio_Processing_System archiInstance =

new Audio_Processing_System(delay);
//---------- RUNNING ARCHITECTURE ----------//
archiInstance.start();
try { archiInstance.join(); }
catch (InterruptedException e) {}

}
}

If option -c is used instead, then no wrap-
per class has to be appended to the generated
file. However, the Architecture derived class
Audio Processing System is declared to be pub-
lic, in order for it to be visible to support the design of
complex software architectures specified in a hierarchi-
cal or compositional way.

Finally, if option -a is used, i.e. a Java applet must be
synthesized, a further class is appended to the generated
file. This class, which is public and namedfile2 , is derived
from theApplet class and contains several sections that
result in a wrapper for theArchitecture derived class
Audio Processing System . In the first section of the
class, an object of classAudio Processing System is
declared. Note that, unlike the program wrapper, here the
previously mentioned object is not instantiated, as this will
be done by the software developer within a suitable method
defined in the third section. In the second section, aPort
object is declared for each of the nine architectural inter-
actions declared in classAudio Processing System .
These can be attached to the architectural interactions and
then used by the software developer within suitable meth-
ods defined in the third section. The idea behind such addi-
tional interactions is to allow the applet wrapper to dispatch
suitable commands to the right threads in the architecture
depending on the events that are caught. Each of the addi-
tional interactions is asynchronous – hence it cannot block
the applet wrapper – and uni – hence it can surely be at-
tached to the corresponding architectural interaction if nec-
essary. In order to help the software developer to correctly
attach the additional interactions to the corresponding ar-



chitectural interactions, each additional interaction has the
same name as the corresponding architectural interaction
preceded by the prefixto (resp.from ) if the correspond-
ing architectural interaction is an input (resp. output) inter-
action. Finally, in the third section the stubs for the typical
methods of theApplet class are added, with some com-
ments in them to remind the software developer to define
them if their behavior is different from the default one. Such
methods are related to the activation, restoration, and deac-
tivation of the applets.

public class <file2> extends Applet {
//---------- DECLARING ARCHITECTURE ----------//
int delay = 125;
Audio_Processing_System archiInstance;
//---------- DECLARING APPLET PORTS ----------//
UniAsyncSenderPort to_receive_start;

...
UniAsyncReceiverPort from_close_output_device;
//---------- DEFINING APPLET MEMBERS ---------//
public void init() {

// TODO - POSSIBLE METHOD DEFINITION
}
public void start() {

// TODO - POSSIBLE METHOD DEFINITION
}
public void paint() {

// TODO - POSSIBLE METHOD DEFINITION
}
public void stop() {

// TODO - POSSIBLE METHOD DEFINITION
}
public void destroy() {

// TODO - POSSIBLE METHOD DEFINITION
}

}

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a software-architecture-
driven approach to the correct thread synchronization
within concurrent Java programs. The approach relies on
the definition of a Java package inspired by the main archi-
tectural abstractions, which is transparently used by a trans-
lator that automatically synthesizes multithreaded Java pro-
grams from their architectural specifications in PADL. For
a complete evaluation of the approach, further case stud-
ies – besides the audio processing system – have to be
carried out, so that indicators like the average percent-
age of code that can be automatically generated and its
impact on the system efficiency can be assessed. For the fu-
ture we plan to extend the approach in order to take into
account the automatic generation of the thread behav-
ior as well, to investigate to what extent the properties
proved at the architectural level by means of the analy-
sis techniques for PADL described in [5, 1] are preserved by
the automatically generated code, and to integrate the ap-
proach in the software tool TwoTowers [4].

As far as related work is concerned, first of all we men-
tion ArchJava [2]. This is an extension of Java aiming at
the unification of software architecture with implementa-

tion, in order to ensure that the implementation conforms
to the architectural specification with respect to communi-
cation integrity. Our approach differs from ArchJava as it
mainly focuses on the correct thread synchronization issue
with respect to a rich synchronization model implemented
and transparently made available throughSync . This guar-
antees a property that is even stronger than communica-
tion integrity: Implementation threads directly communi-
cate only with the threads they are connected to in the ar-
chitectural description in the way prescribed by the archi-
tectural description itself with respect to the communica-
tion mode (synchronous, asynchronous, asymmetric) and
the communication multiplicity (uni-uni, and-uni, or-uni).
The second difference is that our approach keeps the ADL
and the implementation language separated, in order to be
able to prove more complex properties that could not be
demonstrated on a Java-like language. We also would like
to mention [7], where an approach is proposed to automati-
cally generate Java code from SDL specifications. Although
the target of this approach and ours is similar, the frame-
work in which the two approaches are considered is quite
different. In fact, while our approach deals with the cor-
rect thread synchronization within a single Java program,
the other approach aims at the generation of distributed Java
code whose components are coordinated via CORBA.
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